INSTINCTS IN MAN
set down situation by situation. Such a hst might go on for
pages, and the contrast with the threefold " ego, herd, sex "
classification is very striking. The "new psychologists"
are scientific in making some classification out of chaos—
provided that their classification is not, in their own words,
a mere rationalization. Thorndike is scientific in wishing to
avoid the " faculty fallacy " of saying, for example, that
there exist general powers of memory, of imitation, and the
like, and in wishing to stick close to the facts and to say just
what those facts are.
In any case, it seems clear that man's instincts are more
difficult to enumerate than are the instincts of the animals:
and especially those lower animals which are to the popular
mind the embodiment of instinct, such as the ant or the
wasp. And the thesis will presently he put forward that it
is just exactly the vagueness of instincts in man which has
contributed most to his rise to overlordship in the animal
kingdom. A typically " instinctive " animal makes auto-
matic and definite responses to certain definite situations.
In a " natural" or "suitable '* environment these automatic
responses are beneficial on the whole and in the majority of
instances, but their fixed character precludes any adaptation
to a new environment, and precludes any learning, v7 If there
is enough variation among the individuals of the species,
a fairly large change of environment may still leave the race
surviving, for the individuals more fitted to the environ-
ment will become the parents of the next generation. But
this is not learning, it is not adaptation; it is decimation,
purification by killing off the unfit. For the individuals
of a species to be able to learn, to be able to adapt themselves,
there must be some freedom from rigidity in the instinctive
responses. Variation within the individual is the prerequisite
of improvability of the individual, just as variability from
one individual to another is the prerequisite of improvability
in the race. In the latter case there is a selection of indi-
viduals, some to survive and some to die. In the former case
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